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iOFFICE’s Hummingbird Applications Provide An Employee-Centric Layer For IWMS
On May 22, 2017, integrated workplace management system (IWMS) provider iOFFICE launched a set of
employee experience solutions called Hummingbird. To find out more about these new applications, we
interviewed Elizabeth Dukes, Partner and Executive Vice President at iOFFICE, and took a software
demonstration. Hummingbird provides a set of employee-facing tools that support day-to-day tasks such as
finding co-workers, booking workspaces and reporting maintenance issues. It builds on iOFFICE’s strategy to
make IWMS more employee-centric by providing a simple and intuitive user interface and modules built around
occupant needs. Verdantix finds that Hummingbird will certainly provide value to firms looking for employee
self-service tools to manage the move towards flexible desk assignments, as well as firms looking for a more
employee-centric user interface for existing IWMS.
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iOFFICE’s Hummingbird Applications Provide An Employee-Centric
Layer For IWMS
On May 22, 2017, integrated workplace management system (IWMS) provider iOFFICE launched a set of
employee experience solutions called Hummingbird. To find out more about these new solutions, we
interviewed Elizabeth Dukes, Partner and Executive Vice President at iOFFICE, and took a software
demonstration. This report also builds on insights from our recent analysis of innovation taking place across the
IWMS market (see Verdantix Smart Innovators: Integrated Workplace Management Systems).

iOFFICE’s Hummingbird Apps Make IWMS Systems Employee-Centric
iOFFICE, founded in 2002, is a software and consulting services firm that provides solutions for commercial
tenants, property managers and facility management professionals. The most recent addition to its product
suite is Hummingbird, which was launched in May 2017. We found that Hummingbird:
•

Is built around the needs of employees, providing them applications to effectively use the
workplace.
Hummingbird brings together a set of employee-facing tools, to make workers more efficient at
managing everyday tasks such as finding co-workers, booking workspaces and reporting maintenance
issues. It aims to make employees work smarter and faster to improve productivity and workplace
experience. Hummingbird forms part of iOFFICE’s long-running strategy to make IWMS and computer
assisted facilities management (CAFM) platforms more employee-centric by providing a simple and
intuitive user interface and applications built around occupant needs.

•

Is systems agnostic: it can be layered on the iOFFICE platform or competitor IWMS solutions.
Hummingbird leverages iOFFICE’s previous investments in its proprietary REST API and plug-ins so it can
connect into other IT systems already in place, such as HR, ERP, sales and IWMS. As well as being
compatible with the iOFFICE IWMS platform, Hummingbird can overlay its employee-centric application
onto competitor CAFM or IWMS that may already be in place. This could help organizations upgrade
legacy IWMS solutions that are principally used by their building managers and site engineers, with a
more employee-focused interface, without the costs and pain involved in ripping out and replacing
enterprise systems.

•

Provides modules enabling real-time space booking and wayfinding.
The core Hummingbird modules support employees with day-to-day activities such as space booking
and wayfinding. Occupancy data from sensors can be imported and displayed in the Hummingbird
reservation module to show real-time space usage and provide interactive floor plan displays for users on
mobile apps, desktop and workplace kiosks. This could be useful for organizations with activity-based
workplace strategies – where the location of employees can change throughout the day – to decrease
worker time spent trying to find appropriate free space (see Verdantix Total Portfolio: Facilities
Optimization Hardware).

•

Streamlines requests raised to building managers, by enabling employees to log them in the
application.
Employees can log maintenance issues and comfort requests into Hummingbird via the service request
module. To log a maintenance issue, employees can scan a QR code on a building asset or use a search
box to locate the asset in the system. This can help occupants to quickly and easily communicate facility
issues, reducing the time of seeking out a facility manager or making a phone call. In addition, the data
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collected through Hummingbird can help facilities managers to make more informed decisions around
adjusting temperatures based on occupant consensus.
•

Provides business intelligence to executives to support with workplace planning.
Alongside the set of employee-facing apps, Hummingbird offers real estate and facilities managers with a
business intelligence (BI) module and dashboard to help them better understand how employees are
using the workplace. The BI module can report on aspects such as room and resource usage and how
employees are moving around the workplace. This can provide data to help workplace professionals
answer questions such as how is hot desking impacting employee time at work or could the workplace
design be altered to improve efficiency?

•

Can be accessed via mobile devices, desktop, tablet and workspace kiosks.
The trend towards more flexible seat assignments means that employees are no longer anchored to
desks all day. Responding to this trend, iOFFICE has made its full Hummingbird suite available across
smartphones, desktops or workspace kiosks.

•

Draws its power from a very sleek user interface.
Finding and booking a meeting room, or reporting a broken chair is often a chore for building occupants.
So the ability to do it quickly and intuitively through a simple user interface increases the odds of
someone using the system to its full potential. In the software demonstration it only took 20 seconds to
book two different service requests – one for catering and another for the maintenance team to repair a
chair. That level of responsiveness and usability means the app is more than fit for purpose to enable
much greater employee engagement.

Hummingbird Responds To A New Wave Of Interest In Occupant
Engagement
iOFFICE’s Hummingbird provides a set of employee-centric workplace modules that supports building
occupants in efficiently managing day-to-day tasks. It also opens the door for iOFFICE to sell its user interface
and workplace modules into firms with an existing competitor IWMS in place. Verdantix analysis finds the
following types of organizations will get value out of Hummingbird:
•

Firms looking to transform legacy IWMS solutions with a more employee-focused interface.
As facilities and real estate professionals look to increase employee usage of IWMS platforms for day-today tasks, there is a greater requirement for user interfaces to be intuitive and simple to use (see
Verdantix IWMS: What You Need To Know Before Buying A Solution). Verdantix discussions with IWMS
users reveal that clunky user interfaces can sometimes be a significant weakness and limit adoption. For
example, an IWMS programme manager recently told Verdantix he commissioned a third-party interface
for its IWMS system to reduce the number of clicks employees need to make to execute simple tasks.
Firms that are looking for a more occupant-oriented user interface, whilst finding value from their
existing systems for data and diagram management, strategic and financial planning, should review
iOFFICE Hummingbird.

•

Firms looking to balance out cost-oriented real estate management strategies.
Real estate and facilities professionals are often under pressure to deliver on multiple fronts, from finding
cost savings to improving workplaces to attract talent and retain workers (see Verdantix Why Building
Owners Should Review The Business Case For Facilities Optimization). As organizations look for ways to
reduce real estate costs or offset steep rent increases in city centres, average space per employee has
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been steadily decreasing. Real estate data provider CoreNet Global estimates in 2017 there will be an
average of 151 square feet per office worker in North America, down from 176 square feet in 2012. Firms
pursuing space rationalization strategies could benefit from rolling out employee engagement
applications to help maintain occupant comfort and engagement whilst reducing costs (see Verdantix
Occupant Wellbeing Is A Critical Theme But Will It Be A Real Driver Of Revenues?)
•

Serviced and co-working offices looking for digital apps as an angle of differentiation.
Co-working offices, from providers such as NextSpace, Nomad Space, PopupOffice, eOFFICE and
WeWork, are becoming an increasingly popular choice for business services firms looking for more
flexible office space or to reduce their real estate footprint. In 2016, HSBC announced that it is renting
more than 300 hot desks – where desks are not formally allocated – in a WeWork office in Causeway
Bay for its digital team, as it believes the open plan layout will support better collaboration. As serviced
and co-working offices often advertise themselves based on the range of amenities they can provide
occupants, a set of workplace management digital apps for booking space, tracking mail and logging
requests could provide a further angle of differentiation.

•

Firms looking for employee self-service tools to manage the move towards flexible desk
assignments.
Hot desking is used as a space rationalization strategy to reduce real estate costs up to 30%. Whilst there
is a big financial carrot for rolling out these programmes, there can often be execution problems when
employees are not able to locate suitable spaces to work from or there is competition for space. Selfservice tools, such as real-time space booking or tools to locate team members on an office plan, could
help alleviative some of these execution challenges.
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